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What’s Your Why?

           Giving for Community Health

             Giving for Optimal Outcomes

                       Giving for Groundbreaking Discovery 

C A R I N G  
through C R I S I S

See why our hearts are full 
in a special insert

http://christianacare.org
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Every day at ChristianaCare, our caregivers — clinicians, scientists 

and support staff — arrive at work with a mission to serve. They bring 

empathy and compassion to patients and families in ChristianaCare 

hospitals, people’s homes and the larger community. Why do they do it, in 

the way they do? For a love of health and deep appreciation for all people. 

This love drives ChristianaCare’s promise to serve our neighbors as expert 

partners in their health. It’s why our caregivers are recognized across the 

region for providing outstanding care. It’s why we consistently rank in the 

top 1% of all health care systems in the nation and among the best in the 

world. 

Our wonderful donors and volunteers are a profoundly important part of 

ChristianaCare’s value across our region. You give your time and support 

for different reasons: in gratitude for care received from us; to honor a 

family member; to drive better health outcomes in our community; to help 

find a cure for common or rare diseases; to help your neighbors live the 

healthiest, best lives they can. 

This publication looks back at a very different world than the one we’re 

living in today. Over the months we worked on the report, coronavirus 

(COVID-19) swiftly made its way around the globe. In Delaware and 

ChristianaCare’s broader service area, our caregivers have been at the 

frontline. Guided by love and excellence, they are serving our patients 

with respect, compassion, honesty and expertise. 

Please accept my deepest gratitude for your support in 2019. Whatever 

your why for giving to ChristianaCare, your generosity, vision and hard 

work help us do what we do every day, including in the uncertain days of 

global pandemic. As you consider giving in 2020, please consider that 

your gifts enable us to be an excellent, responsive health system in the 

best and worst of times.   

Sincerely, 

JANICE E.  NEVIN,  M.D. ,  MPH

PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHRISTIANACARE
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Circle of Giving is published annually by 
ChristianaCare’s Office of Development. If you have 
a question or comment, call us at 302-327-3305 or 
email us at developmentoffice@christianacare.org.
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Headquartered in Wilmington, Delaware, ChristianaCare is one of the country’s most dynamic health care organizations, centered on improving health outcomes, 
making high-quality care more accessible and lowering health care costs. 

ChristianaCare includes an extensive network of outpatient services, home health care, urgent care centers, three hospitals (1,299 beds), a Level I trauma center and  
a Level III neonatal intensive care unit, a comprehensive stroke center and regional centers of excellence in heart and vascular care, cancer care and women’s health.  
It also includes the pioneering Gene Editing Institute and was rated by IDG Computerworld as one of the nation’s Best Places to Work in IT. ChristianaCare is a  
nonprofit teaching health system with more than 281 residents and fellows. We are continually ranked by US News & World Report as a Best Hospital. With our unique, 
data-powered care coordination service CareVio™ and a focus on population health and value-based care, ChristianaCare is shaping the future of health care.

Get social 
with us

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR HEALTH  & WELLNESS NEWSLETTER  
christianacare.org/loveyourhealth

As one of the country’s most dynamic health systems, ChristianaCare is an anchor institution across our region. For more than 
100 years, we’ve been a trusted partner in our community’s health and well-being, living up to our promise to serve individuals, 
families and our community with clinical expertise, compassionate care and critical research. 

In 2019, donor and volunteer generosity helped make possible innovative and patient-focused care on our campuses and in 
our community. These are some of the highlights. 

Oral and Maxillofacial  
& Hospital Dentistry  
Clinic Renovation 
After raising more than $1.1 million, 
we are doubling the size of the 
ChristianaCare Dental Clinic at 
Wilmington Hospital. The clinic 
supports 15,000 dental visits 
per year for members of our 
community at free or reduced 
payments.  

COMMUNITY  
CARE

Impacting Health Beyond Our Walls

ChristianaCare Exists to  
Take Care of Our Neighbors
For example, our partnership with the Red Clay 
Consolidated School District enables us to provide 
school-based primary care to elementary and 
high school students. Last year, we counted 
31,491 school-based health center visits at 19 
schools. And our Blood Pressure Ambassadors 
visit communities at risk for hypertension, offering 
screenings and connecting people to preventive 
care. They have screened more than 10,000 
people for hypertension since 2011. 

A YOUNG PATIENT RECEIVES DENTAL CARE FROM 
CHRISTIANACARE’S DENTAL CLINIC

A STUDENT RECEIVES HIS PRIMARY CARE FROM A CHRISTIANACARE NURSE AT 
AN EMBEDDED HEALTH CENTER AT HOWARD HIGH SCHOOL IN WILMINGTON

Thank You!
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Philanthropy at ChristianaCare

Director of Annual Funds 

ELIZABETH DOUGHERTY, CFRE 

Manager of Trustee Engagement

DEIRDRE HAKE 

Director of Major Gifts

LAURA MACKLER

Executive Assistant

ERIN MILLER

Philanthropy Service Manager

KIM YACKOBOVITZ

https://christianacare.org/about/contact/loveyourhealth-signup/
https://www.facebook.com/christianacare/
https://www.instagram.com/christianacare/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/christianacare/
https://www.pinterest.com/christianacare/
https://twitter.com/christianacare?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCefG2WN6LyFzKH82pQoopKA
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ChristianaCare at Home 

ChristianaCare HomeHealth — formerly the Visiting Nurse Association — is a vital 
partner in the health system’s promise to serve our community as respectful, expert, 
caring partners in health. 

The home health agency’s 600 caregivers make nearly 300,000 visits annually, 
supported by office-based teams. With more than 8,000 patients, ChristianaCare 
HomeHealth is one of the 25 highest-volume home health agencies out of the 10,276 
in the U.S. With services from nursing to rehabilitation, social work to home health 
aide support and more, our ChristianaCare HomeHealth caregivers provide loving, 
excellent care when people most need it, where they most want it — at home.    

COMPASSIONATE CARE IS 
DELIVERED IN THE COMFORT OF 
HOME BY CHRISTIANACARE’S  
HOMEHEALTH CAREGIVERS

Center for Women’s & Children’s Health

Thanks in part to a successful campaign that has raised more than $3 million to date, 
our new Center for Women’s & Children’s Health opened in May. The center improves 
our ability to provide optimal care to women and children. We are grateful for the 
outstanding work of the Women’s & Children’s Fundraising Committee and co-chairs 
Enid Wallace-Simms and Fred Sears for their support and dedication to creating a 
state-of-the-art, outcomes-focused space for women’s and children’s health. Thank 
you to the many generous members of our community who have supported the 
creation of this Center for Women’s & Children’s Health and the health of women 
and children in our community, including Anesthesia Services P.A., Crystal Trust, 
Delaware Subaru, Delmarva Power, Doctors for Emergency Services, the 
Junior Board of ChristianaCare, M&T Bank, Ronald McDonald 
House of Delaware and Skanska USA.

M&T BANK, PARTNERS IN WOMEN & CHILDREN’S HEALTH

M&T Bank generously gave $250,000 to the Center for Women & Children’s Health.  
Said Nick Lambrow, Delaware regional president for M&T Bank: “We know access  

to quality healthcare is important, especially when it provides the healthiest  
start for newborns and the expert care their mothers need. ChristianaCare 

has a notable track record of excellence, and we are honored to be part of 
their story.”

Representatives from M&T Bank and Wilmington Trust, an M&T Bank 
subsidiary, present a check for the Center for Women & Children’s Health. 
(From left) Bill Farrell, executive vice president, Institutional Client Services, 

Wilmington Trust; Tony Lunger, U.S. wealth market manager, Wilmington 
Trust; Nick Lambrow, M&T Bank regional president, Delaware; and Matthew K. 

Hoffman, M.D., MPH, the Marie E. Pinizzotto, M.D., Endowed Chair of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, ChristianaCare.
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OPTIMAL 
OUTCOMES

Providing Patient-Centered Care with Love and Excellence

Women’s & Children’s Fundraising Committee (from left) 
Audrey Doberstein; Fred Sears; Matthew K. Hoffman, M.D., 
MPH, FACOG, the Marie E. Pinizzotto, M.D., Endowed Chair  
of Obstetrics and Gynecology; Tony Lunger and Enid 
Wallace-Simms. Not pictured: David A. Paul, M.D., chair 
of Pediatrics and clinical leader, Women and Children’s 
Service Line, Rick Deadwyler and Roger Kirtley.

SUBARU SHARES THE LOVE

ChristianaCare Trustee Michael Uffner and his team at Delaware Subaru 
presented a generous gift to support the special needs of babies in the 
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and their parents.The gift of $13,200 was part of 
the proceeds from the Wilmington dealership’s “Share the Love” campaign.

(From left) Lee Asher, vice president and general manager, Delaware Subaru; 
Matthew K. Hoffman, M.D., MPH, FACOG, the Marie E. Pinizzotto, M.D., Endowed 
Chair of Obstetrics and Gynecology, ChristianaCare; David A. Paul, M.D., chair of 
Pediatrics and clinical leader, Women and Children’s Service Line, ChristianaCare; 
April Gambacorta, sales manager, Delaware Subaru; Marilyn Uffner, vice president, 
Delaware Subaru; Katie Loizeaux, advertising liaison, Viamark Advertising; and 
Michael Uffner, president, chairman and CEO, Delaware Subaru. 
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BANK OF AMERICA FUNDS EARLY STAGE CANCER RESEARCH 

(From left) Gordon Brownlee, vice president of Development, ChristianaCare; Salvatore 
“Chip” Rossi, Bank of America; Nicholas Petrelli, M.D., Bank of America endowed medical 
director of the Helen F. Graham Cancer Center & Research Institute; Doneene Damon, Esq., 
Board chair, ChristianaCare; Janice E. Nevin, M.D., MPH, president and CEO, ChristianaCare; 
Connie Montana, Bank of America; and Drewry Nash Fennell, chief communications and 
experience officer, ChristianaCare.

The Bacchieri Family Fund for  
Head and Neck Cancer Research
Gregg and Stacey Bacchieri were founding 
benefactors of the Helen F. Graham Cancer Center 
& Research Institute. Along with their colleagues at 
MBNA, their personal commitment and philanthropic 
leadership helped realize the vision of a world-class 
cancer treatment and research center in Delaware. 
While Gregg lost his battle with cancer in early 
2019, The Bacchieri Family Fund for Head and Neck 
Cancer Research stands as a tribute to their steadfast 
commitment to help others in our community by 
building an innovative and unique community-based 
comprehensive Radiation Oncology Phase I program.

Advancing Lung Cancer Research  
from Bench to Bedside 
Through the extraordinary generosity of Carol A. Ammon, BSN, 
MBA, MSN and Marie E. Pinizzotto, M.D., MBA, the Gene Editing 
Institute received a $1 million award from the Carol Ammon 
Foundation to fund groundbreaking research into a promising 
new treatment for lung cancer. The research seeks to prove 
that a combination of CRISPR-directed NRF2 gene knockout 
and chemotherapy will improve the effectiveness of traditional 
interventions by making tumors less resistant to chemotherapy. 
Their generous support has enabled this research to advance 
from bench research to the clinical trial phase, pending FDA 
approval.

(From left) Linda Powell, Jerry Powell, Stacey 
Bacchieri, Alex Johnson, Krista Bacchieri, Nolan 
Bacchieri and Anna Taber enjoyed the spirit of 
Carnevale di Venezia at The Friends of the Helen F. 
Graham Cancer Center’s 2019 Celebration of Hope.

“The way we value and support our community is a reflection of who we are 
as a company. We know that in underserved communities, the incidence of 
cancer and access to health care is a challenge. We are honored to partner with 
ChristianaCare to improve health and quality of life for Delaware residents.”

 Chip Rossi, Bank of America Delaware Market President

GROUNDBREAKING 
DISCOVERY 

Extending the Boundaries, Accelerating the Cure

The Campaign for Translational Cancer Research 

Bank of America took a lead role in supporting our new campaign for a $10 

million fund for early stage cancer research funding at the Cawley Center for 

Translational Cancer Research. With its $500,000 gift toward the fund, the bank 

is supporting biomedical research for new breast, ovarian, lung and colorectal 

cancer treatments, gene editing and more.  

Thank you to our Honorary Campaign Chairs Maureen and Michael Rhodes,  

Julie Cawley and Carroll M. Carpenter and Campaign Co-Chairs Gary and Lear 

Pfeiffer and Pete and Tina Hayward. 
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Advancing the Fight Against Cancer
The Helen F. Graham Cancer Center & Research Institute is one of 
the most advanced cancer centers in the country. A multidisciplinary 
care team of specialists including a surgeon, medical oncologist or 
hematologist and radiation oncologist provide the best treatment 
options and use the most advanced cancer-fighting technologies.  
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Friends of the Helen F. Graham 
Cancer Center & Research Institute
The Friends’ philanthropic efforts have helped raise 
over $3.5 million for cancer research and treatment, 
most recently raising over $250,000 for Translational 
Cancer Research at the 2019 Celebration of Hope. 



Grateful Patients
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 WHY I  GIVE. . . 

“After surgery at ChristianaCare for lymphedema, I learned wearing orthopedic garments is  
essential in preventing further problems. The garments are expensive, need replacement  
and are not covered by health insurance. My experience inspired me to start a fund  
that covers this recurring expense for people who can’t afford it. ChristianaCare was  
the obvious choice to administer the program.”  Margaretta B. Colt  

Health care happens in very personal moments between patients and caregivers. 

At a diagnosis, on a routine visit or during and after treatment, these are the times that make a 
difference for the people we serve. When compassion and love are present, everyone feels it. 

The ChristianaCare Grateful Patient Program invites patients to give to recogonize a HEART of 
GOLD CAREGIVER in gratitude for a caregiver or care team. It is a way to thank our caregivers 
for the love and excellence they bring to their relationships with patients.

GERRET AND TATIANA COPELAND’S BIG 
HEARTS FOR HEART AND VASCULAR CARE

In the fall, we honored the generous contributions of Gerret 
and Tatiana Copeland during the dedication of The Gerret and 
Tatiana Copeland Heart and Vascular Interventional Suites. 
Senior leadership joined Kirk Garratt, M.D., MSc, medical 
director of the Center for Heart & Vascular Health, and his 
team in thanking the Copelands and leading tours of our new 
Hybrid Operating Room, which was funded in significant part 
by gifts from the Copelands and the Crystal Trust. The new 
facility combines surgery and advanced imaging systems in 
one state-of-the-art space. 

Giving Goes On

Center for Hope and Healing at  
Wilmington Hospital
ChristianaCare’s new Center for Hope and Healing at Wilmington 
Hospital offers a unique, specialized blend of behavioral health 
and primary care services, as well as community interventions 
for significant social needs. The center helps our patients get 
healthier and prevents unnecessary hospital visits. 

Wilmington Ophthalmology Suite
In our newly expanded space, caregivers continue nearly a 
century of providing expert, respectful care, including cornea 
transplantation, cataract surgery, detached retina repair, 
treatment for glaucoma and macular degeneration and more. 

Diabetes Control
Two new initiatives are helping patients and their primary care 
practices manage diabetes. Retinal screenings with cameras 
provided by ChristianaCare at four primary care practices provide 
radical convenience for patients and support detection of early 
loss of sight caused by diabetes.  

ChristianaCare’s love of community, optimal outcomes and discovery reaches far and wide. Our efforts are big and bold, 
such as the Campaign for Translational Cancer Research, and more focused and grassroots, such as our Blood Pressure 
Ambassadors program. All have a huge impact for the people they touch, and your giving drives our success. Some of our 
ongoing efforts toward optimal outcomes and community health include the following development priorities for 2020.

During her long hours of treatments, 
countless surgeries and extended 
periods of illness, she never 
complained, not once. She even 
managed to smile during all of the 
difficult times, worried only about  
how her family and friends were 
coping through this process.

When she passed, I just knew I had to 
do something to honor my wife! But 
what?  How could I have an impact in 
this fight against cancer? As an avid 
cyclist, I decided to embark upon a 
cross-country bicycle ride to raise 
money to help in their fight against 
leukemia. “Ride for Patti” became the 
hope that I could give to other patients 
and families facing cancer.  

The Ride for Patti began

I started in Seattle, WA. Along my 
ride I told her story — our story — to 
every person I met. I brought stacks 
of envelopes with me, stamped and 
addressed by my friends and family, 
for donations to the Helen F. Graham 
Cancer Center & Research Institute.  

All of the amazing people that I 
met during my ride were happy to 
help out our cause: beating cancer!  
Unfortunately, my journey was cut 
short by a cycling accident, and I had 
to return home. While my ride had 
ended, my work was not finished. I 
will continue to do whatever I can 
contribute to this effort not only to 
honor Patti, but also that one day, a 

diagnosis of leukemia will end with a 
positive outcome.

On behalf of the Cumpston family, I 
would like to thank the staff of nurses 
and doctors at the Helen F. Graham 
Cancer Center for the compassionate 
care that they provided to Patti during 
her brave battle with leukemia.

 

What’s your why? You can thank a caregiver or care team for their love and excellence.  
   Give today! Giving.ChristianaCare.org/gratefulpatient

January 22, 2019 is a day I’ll never forget. My incredible wife, 
loving mother of our two children, was taken from us entirely 
too soon following a hard-fought battle against leukemia.  
How fortunate I was to be married to her for fifty years!  

KNOWING LOVE BY SAM CUMPSON

https://giving.christianacare.org/gratefulpatient
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Members of the Capital District Kiwanis 

Foundation present a check to Danielle Sofia 

and Kathy Boyer of the Trauma Department. 

The Capital District Kiwanis Foundation 

has supported ChristianaCare for 19 years. 

Their gifts have supported pediatric injury 

prevention efforts in our community. 

In Support of Pediatric Trauma Education

Staff at Brighton Collectibles at the Christiana 

Mall present a check to Nora Katurakes, 

cancer outreach program manager. Brighton 

Collectibles has supported the Cancer Special 

Needs Fund for over five years. Funds help 

provide breast cancer screenings for patients 

with financial need.

In Support of the Cancer Special Needs Fund

Members of the Masons of the Grand 

Lodge of Delaware present a check to  

Dr. Nicholas Petrelli for support of 

the Helen F. Graham Cancer Center 

& Research Institute’s Endowment 

for Translational Cancer Research. 

The endowment is supporting 

groundbreaking research at the Cawley 

Center for Translational Research, 

accelerating new discoveries and 

advancing new treatments for cancer.  

In Support of Translational Cancer Research

         Honoring  
Big Hearts ChristianaCare is developing a Health 

Literacy Program to enable the people 

we serve to better understand illness 

and disease prevention and care. Junior 

Board support is helping to strengthen 

communication among caregivers 

and patients by funding culturally and 

linguistically appropriate materials and 

videos on numerous medical topics. 

In Support of Health Literacy

 “I truly believe in the 
mission and vision of the 
Helen F. Graham Cancer 
Center & Research Institute 
because they make a 
difference in people’s lives 
and the future health of 
generations to come here 
in Delaware.”

 KATIE O’DELL

 2019 ANNUAL FUND  

SUPPORTER

“The Junior Board supports ChristianaCare because every day we see firsthand how our shared 
values and mission are put into action to elevate healthcare for every member of our community.”

 PHYLLIS ADAMS  

PRESIDENT, THE JUNIOR BOARD OF CHRISTIANACARE, INC. 

2019 PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL ORGANIZATION DONOR
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Ways to Give

OUR 
HEARTS 

ARE  
FULL

C A R I N G  through C R I S I S

Y O U R  G E N E R O S I T Y  L I F T S  U S

As a not-for-profit regional health care system, our ability to offer hope and save lives is directly linked  
to your philanthropic support. Gifts may be designated to a specific fund — depending on your why —  
or directed to the area of greatest need. Either way, your generosity helps us remain at the forefront  
of health care that is exceptional today, and even better tomorrow.

Honor and Memorial Gifts 
Honor someone important to you. Designate your gift in 
memory or in honor of a loved one or family member and we 
will notify the family of your gift.

Heart of Gold Caregiver Grateful Patient Program 
Honor a caregiver who made a difference in your visit. When 
you make a donation in honor of your doctor, nurse, therapist 
or other caregiver, we will acknowledge them and announce 
that a donation has been made by you in their honor. Please 
call 302-327-3337 for more information.

Workplace Giving or Matching Gifts  
Many employers offer matching gift programs and will match 
any charitable contributions made by their employees. It’s a 
great way to double your donation. Please check with your 
employer.

Gifts of Stocks 
Make a bigger impact and receive a tax deduction. Donate 
long-term appreciated securities, including stock, bonds and 
mutual funds. Check with your broker or call 302-327-3305 for 
more information. 

Qualified Charitable Distribution 
Leverage your donation — and minimize your taxation — 
thanks to recent rule changes. Check with an advisor to see if 
your IRA qualifies.

Planned Gifts 
Join The 1888 Society by supporting ChristianaCare through 
a planned gift. It is the perfect way to establish a permanent 
legacy that will ensure ChristianaCare will stay strong and 
forward-thinking in the future.

HOW TO GIVE TO CHRISTIANACARE 

Donate Online:  
christianacare.org/giving 

By Phone: 
302-327-3305 

By Mail:  
ChristianaCare 
Office of Development 
4000 Nexus Drive, Suite W3-300 
Wilmington, DE 19803

COVID-19 Special Insert

https://christianacare.org/giving


ChristianaCare caregivers — doctors, nurses and everyone who keeps 

our hospitals operating at full capacity — are serving on the frontlines 

of the crisis. With courage and sacrifice, they’re working around the 

clock to care for all our patients and help fight the spread of COVID-19. 

And our beautiful, generous community has kept them going.

You’ve nourished, uplifted and protected caregivers with food and 

flowers, self-care packages and PPE donations. And your gifts to our 

ChristianaCare Caregiver Relief Fund have enabled us to help our 

caregivers meet unexpected challenges at home and at work.

 

“The members of the medical staff at ChristianaCare are true heroes in this health crisis.  
I know from personal experience: I spent three weeks in the hospital fighting the COVID-19 virus. 
I survived because the nurses, doctors and other staff worked day and night, putting their own 
lives at risk to help me and other patients. Without exception, they are caring, compassionate, 
courageous and dedicated professionals with extraordinary expertise and determination.  
They are a remarkable asset for our entire community, and that needs to be recognized more  
than ever in the face of this unprecedented crisis.”   — Nancy Rich

“ My daughter is a ChristianaCare 
Emergency Department nurse. 
Since we can’t physically be there 
to support her, contributing money 
was a way we can help keep her 
safe as she takes care of others. 
ChristianaCare, thank you for your 
service and all that you do to protect 
your nurses on the frontlines.” 

 — Laurie Garro 

“ I am a ChristianaCare employee and work closely with 
our nurses and hospitalists. My heart goes out to my 
colleagues who are on the frontlines. I appreciated the 
opportunity to assist in a small way.”    — Lisa Clayton

     T H A N K  Y O U ! 

Your outreach is an uplifting and shining example of 
humanity in difficult, uncharted times. Just as ChristianaCare 
is here for you, you are here for us. We are deeply grateful.  

COVID-19 Special InsertChristianaCare Our Hearts Are Full



 

1,048 volunteers 

contributed  

72,926 hours 

with an impact of  

$1.8 million

ChristianaCare Caregiver Relief Fund

Gifts to the ChristianaCare Caregiver Relief Fund help our frontline caregivers 
meet unexpected challenges at home and at work. 

Thank you to the nearly 800 people — 304 of you are first-time ChristianaCare 
donors — who have supported our health care heroes. You’ve helped us raise 
more than $360,000 and meet a matching $100,000 pledge from donors  
Dan and Susan Katzin. 

“Community support is a  
Whiting-Turner core 

value, and we’ve been 
ChristianaCare Golf Classic 

sponsors for years. This 
year, Whiting-Turner and 
our employees are proud 

to direct our support to 
Delaware’s frontline health 

care workers through the 
Caregiver Relief Fund.” 

 — Richard C. Tighe, Jr, MBA, CHC 

 Project Manager, The Whiting-Turner  
 Contracting Company

WE ARE
STRONGER
TOGETHER

MAY 27,  2021
We’ll see you on the links next year! 

CHRISTIANACARE
GOLF CLASSIC

Upon cancellation of the annual Golf Classic, the event’s regular sponsors generously made gifts 
to the ChristianaCare Caregiver Relief Fund instead of sponsorship this year. 

BANK OF AMERICA 

CERNER 

CORE BTS 

CROWN CASTLE

PATRICIA CURTIN, M.D. AND FAMILY

DELAWARE CENTER FOR DIGESTIVE CARE 

DELLE DONNE & ASSOCIATES

LEACH WALLACE ASSOCIATES, INC 

LINCOLN FINANCIAL GROUP

PATHS

RALPH G. DEGLI OBIZZI & SONS, INC 

RIGGS, COUNSELMAN, MICHAELS & DOWNES, INC. 

VOCERA COMMUNICATIONS

THE WHITING-TURNER CONTRACTING COMPANY

WILMINGTON TRUST

WOHLSEN CONSTRUCTION

ChristianaCare 2020 Virtual Golf Classic

“ We are so very grateful to the 
staff at ChristianaCare on the 
frontlines of this pandemic. 
We wanted to do our part and 
encourage others to join us in 
showing our support for the 
brave men and women who go 
to work each day to keep our 

community safe and healthy.”    
— Dan Katzin

(From left) Bill Conway,  
Dave Charles, Tony Mackiewicz  

and Tony DiLuca

THANK YOU  

PHYSICIAN AND TACTICAL 

HEALTHCARE SERVICES  

for your tribute gift honoring  

Bill Conway and Dave Charles

COVID-19 Special Insert
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G I V I N G
b u i l t  o n  t h e  

k i n d n e s s  o f  y o u

I N  2 0 1 9

Foundations  / 2%

Individual Donors  / 85%

1888 Society Members  / 3%

Corporations  / 10%

570
FIRST TIME DONORS =

$347,622 in Gifts DONORS WHO HAVE GIVEN  

5 OR MORE YEARS

1,699
GIFTS TO  

CHRISTIANACARE  

FROM DELAWARE  

AND BEYOND

IN TOTAL PLEDGES

$7.21 
million

TOTAL PLEDGE PAYMENTS  
RECEIVED  (2019)

$3.14  
million

1,346
DONORS

78
DONORS WHO HAVE GIVEN  

10 OR MORE YEARS

177
CONSECUTIVE GIVING
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Average Gift Amount

2017 313

2018 395

2019 639
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Giving Thanks for Donors, Patients and Caregivers
On May 23, nearly 200 leadership donors and senior ChristianaCare leaders 
attended the third annual President’s Reception. One of the evening’s 
highlights was ChristianaCare President and CEO Janice E. Nevin, M.D., MPH, 
sharing patient Devon Stansbury’s ChristianaCare story. Stansbury recently 
experienced a pulmonary embolism. Her visit to Christiana Hospital’s 
Emergency Department ended with a life-saving 70-day hospital stay, 
followed by extensive rehabilitation. At the event, Ray Blackwell, M.D., chief 
of Cardiac Surgery at our Center for Heart & Vascular Health, expressed 
gratitude on behalf of Stansbury’s care team for the privilege of helping their 
patient reclaim her life. 

Getting Together in 2019 to
Serve Our Neighbors
ChristianaCare’s amazing volunteers and donors know how to work and play hard! Throughout the year, you 
do both while planning and hosting fun events that bring together ChristianaCare supporters to raise money 
and make a difference. 

Love in Motion
The Junior Board of ChristianaCare’s 

2019 Medicine Ball raised $76,000 to 
help ChristianaCare patients and families 
struggling with Parkinson’s disease and 
other movement disorders. Since 1998, 
when the Junior Board launched the annual 
event, donations have exceeded $1.6 
million, supporting ChristianaCare services, 
programs, and scholarships and the 
purchase of equipment. Thank you to the 
Junior Board for fundraising that has helped 
neighbors in our community.

Students Helping Others
Since 2016, the Young Friends of ChristianaCare have raised funds and collected supplies for philanthropic programs 
 that enhance the patient experience. This group, comprising of more than 60 students from 19 high schools across the  
region, collected more than 6,000 books for the Wilmington Hospital Health Clinic. The students presented their books  
to Pediatric Medical Director Amanda Kay, M.D. In 2019, they won the Youth in Philanthropy Award from  
the Brandywine (DE) chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals. 

Learning from the Experts
Throughout last winter and spring, we hosted the  
Meet Our Experts series. The events feature  
clinical leaders in heart and vascular health, provider 
well-being and memory care. 

We also hosted community receptions centered 
around the Swank Symposia, an annual event hosted 
by our Swank Center for Memory Care and Geriatric 
Consultation for clinicians and caregivers serving 
people with dementia. And we continued a series of 
home receptions with scientists from our Crawley 
Center for Translational Cancer Research and Gene 
Editing Institute.

Teeing Up for Advanced Health
The rain didn’t stop determined golfers from raising more than $100,000 

for The Fund for ChristianaCare at the annual ChristianaCare Golf Classic, 

held on May 23 at DuPont Country Club. The fund helps ChristianaCare 

respond quickly to community health needs and ensure patients are 

offered cutting-edge, advanced medical care. With leadership support 

from Cerner, 43 sponsors helped make  

2019 another successful year for the  

Golf Classic.

2019

CHRISTIANACARE
GOLF CLASSIC

Venice in Delaware
The Friends of the Helen F. Graham Cancer Center & Research 

Institute hosted Celebration of Hope on October 5 at the Hotel 
DuPont. The event raised more than $250,000 for translational 
cancer research at ChristianaCare. More than 300 guests 
enjoyed the annual black-tie gala with a theme of Carnevale di 
Venezia, invoking the sights, sounds and cuisine of Italy. 

Pictured above are event 
co-chairs: (from left)  
Elisa Komins Morris, Toni 
Nash, Lois Galinat, Katie 
O’Dell, Rosemary Brooks, 
Diane du Pont and and 
Dana Nestor. 
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After Sam Cumpston lost his beloved wife Patti to leukemia, the avid 
cyclist hit the road to honor her by raising money for ChristianaCare.

On his “Ride for Patti,” Sam cycled across country sharing Patti’s story 
with people along the way. He asked each person to give to the  
Helen F. Graham Cancer Center & Research Institute in Patti’s memory 
— everyone was honored to join his fight against cancer in her name.    

Sam gives to ChristianaCare to thank Patti’s caregivers for their 
compassionate, loving care during her battle with leukemia.  
Today, his generosity is supporting world-class health care.

When compassion and love are present, 
everyone feels it. 

HEART of GOLD CAREGIVER
ChristianaCare Grateful Patient Program

What’s your why? 

You can thank a caregiver or care team for their love and excellence.  
Give today! Giving.ChristianaCare.org/gratefulpatient

mailto:developmentoffice%40christianacare.org?subject=
http://www.christianacare.org
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